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Abstract 

With the widespread commercial availability ofXY table systems, the use of 3D printers 

and CNC machines that rely on the underlying machinery has expanded. This project aims to 

take the same base technology and use it for a new objective. This work integrates software and 

hardware to create a system for automatically generating a customized square clay tile. The 

output is based on a drawing or sketch of the shape of the desired tile. The user uploads an image 

of their desired tile design to MATLAB, and that image is analyzed to produce the paths along 

which our system needs to cut the clay in order to create the desired tile. Arduino 

microcontrollers control stepper motors that move the modeling tool as the XY table, which is 

controlled by stepper motors in MATLAB, moves the clay tile through its designated path. Once 

the tile is cut by our system, it will be ready to be dried manually, colored, and fired in the kiln. 

This work seeks to create a user-friendly system with a wide-range of educational applications 

with an output that can be utilized personally or by an institution. 
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Introduction 

Since the first invention of CNC machines in the 1940s and 1950s, which relied on 

pre-digital (and even pre-analog) teclmology such as pllllched tape, engineers have worked to 

integrate the teclmology across many industries. While there are many useful applications of the 

base system, this work uses the XY table platform as a means to facilitate the creation of a 

creative and practically useful output. This proj ect constructs a system for the creation of custom 

clay tiles. A user-created design is developed using edge detection teclmology to create a 

vector-map of the design. This map controls an X-Y table using a microcontroller cOImected to 

two independent stepper motors. The motors will control a wire-end modeling tool to cut the 

design into the clay. After the clay is cut, we will be using the ceramics department facilities to 

dIy, color, and fire the tiles. One of the goals of this work is to be able to produce tiles with both 

practical and aesthetic value to the College as well as individuals. 

xv MOIonl 

Image Mauab 

Motor shield 

Z-axis Motors 

Arduino Uno 

Figure 1. Block diagram of overall process from input image to a clay tile 

This wOIk builds off the educational and personal backgrollllds of the project members to 

create a new and interesting application of an existing teclmology. The project requires the 

development of the input and motor control software, the design and execution of the physical 

construction of the system, and the integration of the two in order to create a product with high 

repeatability. A main focus of the project is to create a system based on a completely 

customizable, user-designed input. While this adds to the difficulty of the project, it also creates 

a novel and exciting element. The full process is described in the time flow diagram in Figure 2, 

which shows the basic steps involved in converting the input image into a cut tile. 
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Figure 2. Time-flow diagram of entire process, from image to tile 

Following this introduction, the research necessary to complete this project will be 

presented and summarized. This includes background information relating to each section of the 

design as well as a technical discussion of the theory underlying the technologies we are 

applying. Next, the project methods will be laid out. This section elaborates on the planning, 

design, and implementation process and details the evolution of work from start to finish for the 

project. After the methods section, the results of the project and an accompanying analysis are 

included. Finally, a discussion of the results and the conclusions of the project will be presented. 

Background 

A significant portion of the work involved in the project pertains to ceramics. As such, 

Professor Syd Carpenter in the Art Department of Swarthmore College is acting as a contact and 

advisor for this section of the work. She is our source for our technical understanding of working 

with clay as well as specific ceramics processes that are an integral part of our project including 

wetting, shaping/molding, drying, glazing, and firing. 
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One of the first steps in the design of this project is the choice of clay as well as 

dimensions of the individuals tiles. A semi-wet, high strength, medium softness clay was chosen 

because it will be highly resistant to cracking in the drying process. The softness level will also 

be ideal for cutting using a stepper motor as it will hold its shape well but be no issue in terms of 

resistance to the tool. The dimensions of the individual tiles will be 7 inch by 7 inch squares with 

a thickness of 1 inch. This size is chosen in accordance with our design of our X-Y machine 

table, as well as the supplies and space available in the ceramics department. The thickness of the 

tile helps to ensure that it has enough weight to keep a fixed position on the X-Y table and does 

not slide around due to the force of the cutting tool. It will work well with the kiln, the drying 

apparatus, and the clay molding setup. Each square will be 1 inch thick, allowing for cuts up to 

liz inch deep. It is required for a tile of such surface area to have at least liz inch of rnaterialleft to 

prevent cracking or breaking in the production process. 

The cutting tool operates using a mount comprised of two individually controlled stepper 

motors. One of those motors controls the vertical position of the cutting tool, while another 

motor controls the angular orientation of the tool. A stepper motor is a motor controlled by a 

series of electromagnetic coils, shown in Figure 1. The center shaft has a series of magnets 

mounted around it, and current is applied alternately to the coils surrounding the shaft. These 

currents create magnetic fields which repulse or attract the magnets on the shaft, causing the 

motor to rotate. 

Coli 
(winding) 

Stator 

Shaft 
Ba ll bearings 

Rotor 
(steel core) 

Magnet 
(permanent magnet) 

Flange 

Figure 3. Diagram of Stepper Motor Operation1 

Stepper motors were chosen over servo motors for this project based on a number of 

advantages. A fundamental strength of the stepper motor is that the rotation angle of the motor is 

proportional to the num ber of input pulses that are provided, allowing for a direct designation of 

1 Image. Retrieved April 4, 2018, from 
https://www.electricalteclmology.orgl2016/12/stepper-ill otor -construction -types-and-ill ooes-of-operati on.html 
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the angle. Stepper motors provide a higher level of precision in their positioning as well as high 

levels of repeatability in their movements. A typical stepper motor has an accuracy of 3-5% of 

step size, and more importantly for this project specifically, the error is non-cumulative. Stepper 

motors also have a good response to starting/stopping/reversing, which is ideal for this project. 

Additionally, they are simpler and less costly to control than servo motors because they have 

open-loop control through digital input pulses. Another specific strength to a cutting tool is that 

stepper motors provide 360 degree rotation, compared to only a 180 degree range for a servo 

motor. When compared to a DC motor, the stepper motor's unique advantage is that it uses 

non-continuous motion, which is detailed in Figure 2 below. 

DISCRETE ROTATION 

HCS12 STEPPER MOTOR 

MICAOCQNTROLLER 

I CONTROL ;. 

'0, ,"0, 
,'" 

10) 

CONTINUOUS ROTATION 

HCS12 DC MOTOR 

MICAOCQNTROLLER 

0 I CONTROL ;. 

'0, ,"0, 
,'" 

10) 

Figure 4. Comparison of Stepper and DC Motor Rotation 
2 

An XY table utilizes an additional two built-in stepper motors to control a stage. On this 

stage, the clay tile is placed, allowing the tile to be moved through the cutting tool above. XY 

tables are motorized linear slides with motion based in bearings driven by a drive mechanism. 

The table creates a flat surface that is mounted on ball bearing slides. To create multiple axis, 

two linear bases are stacked on top of one another, as shown in Figure 3. In this configuration, 

the X axis is mounted on top of the Y axis, which acts as a carriage. The Y axis is directly 

mounted to a metal plate which acts as the base of the entire system. 

2 Image. Retrieved April 6, 2018, from https://www.nxp.com/docs/en/application-note/AN2974.pdf 
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Figure 5. X-Y table image and schematic3 

For detecting the edges in the input image we used the Canny edge detection method. The 

Canny method is one of the more robust methods in MATLAB and it derives its effectiveness in 

detecting edges with a low error rate from a process that can be broken down into five general 

steps. 

Figure 6. Green lines in the image on the right indicate edges detected with the Canny 

method4 

3 Image. Retrieved February 11, 2018, from 
http ://www.inteliidrives.comIXY -tables-XYZ-SystemsIXY -TableslXY -BSMA-S35-200x200 
4 Image. Retrieved February 28, 2018, from 
https://drawingcollection .com/simple-drawing-of-flowerlsimple-drawing-of-flower-easy-drawing-of-flowers-easy-flower
drawing-for-kids-abynl 
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The first ofthese steps is the application of a Gaussian filter that is convolved with the 

image smooth the image and thus to remove noise. The standard deviation of the filter can be 

adjusted to increase or decrease the amount of blur, thus increasing or decreasing the number of 

detected edges, respectively. The next step in the Canny method is to find the image intensity 

gradient. The edge detection operator detects the change in brightness of the pixels in the image 

and returns a value for the first derivative of pixel intensity in the horizontal direction, Gx , and 

in the vertical direction, Gy . 

Figure 7. Two types of image gradients, with blue arrows indicating gradient direction' 

Thus the magnitude of the gradient is defined as: 
G ~ ,;f7"C""x "':"+7C""y 

And the direction of the gradient: 

This direction is rounded to the nearest horizontal, vertical, or diagonal direction, or in essence, 

the nearest pixel. After applying this gradient calculation, the edges are still quite thick and 

blurry. It is important, especially with regards to a path planning algorithm, to have thin and 

clearly defined edges, so the next step involved in the Canny method is edge thinning, or 

non-maximum suppression, as seen in Figure 8. This portion ofthe method analyzes each pixel 

in the detected edge as well as its adjacent pixel in the direction ofthe gradient. If the edge 

strength of the pixel being analyzed is greater than that of both ofthe adjacent pixels, then it is 

still considered part ofthe edge. Otherwise, it is discarded from the set of edge pixels. 

5 Image. Retrieved March 22, 2018, from 
https:llen.wikipedia.org/wiki/lmage _gradient#lmediaiFile : Gradient2.svg 
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norm of the gradient after thinning 

Figure 8. Edge thinning done on the norm of the gradient6 

The Canny method also involves a process known as double thresholding. This technique sets 

high and low gradient thresholds, which is done heuristically by MA TLAB. If a pixel is above 

the high threshold, it is considered a strong edge. If it is between the low and high thresholds, it 

is considered a weak edge, and if it is below the low threshold it is no longer considered an edge 

pixel. 

norm of the gradient after thresholding 

I 

\ 
J 

./ 
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,. 
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Figure 9. Double thresholding reduces noisy edges7 

These classifications are important in the final step of the Canny process, which is edge tracking 

by hysteresis. This step analyzes each of the weak edge pixels as well as the 8 surroundings 

6 I mage. Retrieved April 22, 2018, from https:l/people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~sastry/ee20/cademo.h1ml 
7 I mage. Retrieved April 22, 2018, from https:l/people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~sastry/ee20/cademo.h1ml 
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pixels. If any of the 8 surrounding pixels is a strong edge, the pixel is confirmed as an edge pixel, 

otherwise it is suppressed. 

I 

I 

Figure 10. In the hysteresis portion of the Canny method, Px,y will only be kept as an edge pixel 

if one of the 8 surrounding pixels is a strong edge found through double thresholding 

Methods 
The first step towards the creation of a tile involves detecting the edges (the lines along 

which the machine needs to cut the tile) of the input image in MATLAB. To do this we tested 

several edge detection methods on various images in MATLAB. We wanted to be able to use 

hand-drawn images as well as images found online that had clearly defined lines as the input to 

our system, and we concluded that the Canny method, as described in the background, was the 

most effective in detecting the edges of these types of images. 

After detecting the edges in the image, we had to create a path for the cutting tool to 

follow in order to cut along these edges. Figure II will be used as an example to help illustrate 

this process. The Canny method returned the x and y location of the edge pixels, which we used 

to populate an array in MATLAB. We then created an empty array which we would populate 

with the pixels that would constitute the subpath, which is nested in a multidimensional array of 

subpaths that is called the full path. The first pixel in the edge pixels array was chosen, for 

simplicity, as the first pixel in the first subpath array, and we called this the current pixel ("Start" 

in figure II). We then checked each adjacent pixel to the current pixel, starting with the pixel 

directly above it and moving clockwise around the current pixel, until we detected another pixel 

in the edges array. This new pixel was then added to the subpath and subsequently declared the 

new current pixel. Once again, we checked the adjacent pixels for another pixel in the edges 
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array, adding the first one detected to the subpath, and this process was repeated until all ofthe 

adjacent pixels to the current pixel were either already added to the full path array, or were not a 

part of the edge pixels array (at this point we reach the end of the green subpath 1 in Figure 11). 

Then we find all ofthe end pixels in the edge pixels array, which are the ends to each subpath. 

We do this by finding all ofthe edge pixels with only one adjacent pixel in the edges array. We 

then calculate the euclidean distance from the current pixel to all ofthe end pixels, and declare 

the end pixel closest to the current pixel to be the new current pixel and the first pixel in the new 

subpath (the arrow pointing from the end of subpath 1 to the beginning of subpath 2 in figure 11 

represents the calculated euclidean distance to nearest end pixel). This process is repeated until 

all ofthe pixels in the edges array are added to one ofthe subpaths in the full path array. At this 

point the path, in pixels, is complete. 

Start 

3 

2 

Figure 11. Visualization of the path planning process. Full path begins at Start and travels along 

each subpath sequentially, with connections between subpaths marked by the arrows, and ends at 

End. 

The next step involved mapping these x,y pixel values to x,y values in inches on the tile, 

which is simply a scaling factor of pixels/inch in the x and y direction. From these x,y values in 

inches for each point along the path, we calculated the x and y distance and angle between each 

point. We then calculated the scaling factor which is used to convert distance in inches to motor 

steps for the x and y motors. One revolution ofthe x and y stepper motors moved the mount 

along the axes a distance of .25 inches, so the value in inches between points in the path is 

multiplied by (200/.25) or 800 steps. The motor that controls the orientation ofthe cutting tool 

operates with 200 steps per revolution, so that the value in degrees that the tool needs to turn in 

order to travel towards the next point in the path was multiplied by (200/360) to get the 

equivalent number of motor steps. 

The machine is operated by controlling four different stepper motors. Since stepper 

motors track only the number of steps they have taken and not their position, the motors have to 
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be zeroed before they are operated. We do this by first sending the X and Y motors to their edge 

limits. Then, since we know that the total travel distance of the motors is 1l.811 inches, and 

there are 800 steps per inch, we also know that there are 1l.811 x 800 ~ 9449 total steps across 

the range of motion for each X and Y motor. We then take half of the total number of steps 

(4,724 steps) to be the zero position for each motor. The z axis motors are zeroed simply by 

placing them by hand in the same position each time before any cutting is done. The motor that 

controls the vertical motion of the z axis is fixed by hand so that the top edge of its encasement is 

aligned with the top edge of the horizontal arm of the Z axis. The motor that controls the 

orientation of the cutting tool is zeroed by setting, by hand, the loop of the cutting tool to be 

perpendicular to the x axis. All further calculations were then based on the assumption that we 

had perfectly zeroed all four motors. 

The cutting process starts in MA TLAB with the location of the first pixel in the path 

array. The x and y motors are commanded to move the tile to the starting location. After the tile 

arrives at that location, the z-axis motor, which is connected to a rack-and-pinion gear that 

changes the height of the cutting tool, is commanded to lower the cutting tool Yz inch into the 

tile. The MATLAB program then calculates the angle to the next point in the subpath, and the 

motor that controls the angular orientation of the cutting tool is commanded to rotate the tool 

towards the next point. The x and y motors are then commanded to move the x and y axes to the 

location of the next point in the subpath. This process repeats until all the points in the subpath 

have been processed, at which point the z axis motor is commanded to raise the cutting tool from 

the clay, and the x and y motors bring the tile to the starting location of the next subpath. These 

processes are repeated until all the points in the full path have been processed, at which point the 

full design has been etched into the tile. 

The x and y motors are controlled by communicating over serial ports through 

MATLAB. The commands used to control the motors are ASCII commands specified by the 

manufacturer, which is a standard command protocol for communicating with instruments 

serially. The two stepper motors that control the z axis and the angular orientation of the cutting 

tool are controlled by Arduino through MA TLAB by using an ArduinoIO support package and 

the stepper.h Arduino library in MATLAB. The board used for control through Arduino is an 

Arduino Uno Rev 3, with an Adafruit Motor Shield V2.3 affixed to the Rev 3, which provides 

H-bridge drivers with protection diodes in order to control the motors by rapidly switching the 

direction of the current while protecting against inductive voltage spikes. 
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BLACK 

Figure 11. H bridges allow for activation of various combinations of transistors Ql through Q8, 

in order to rapidly switch current direction for the control of bipolar stepper motors8 

Simultaneous to the development of the processing software and motor control was the 

physical construction process of the CNC machine. The following section begins with the 

machine as a whole and then goes into detail regarding specific key pieces that were built. 

/~ 

Figure 12. Completed CNC Machine 

8 Image. Retrieved May 1, 2018, from H bridge configuration for bipolar stepper. Retrieved from: 
https://www.circuitspecialists.com/blog/unipolar-stepper-motor-vs-bipolar-stepper-motorsl 
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Shown in Figure 12, the XY table is mounted to a %" aluminum base plate with sections 

removed to decrease overall weight. Aluminum was chosen as the material for the entire body of 

the machine because it had the strength to support the total weight while being light enough for 

the finished product to be portable. On top of the XY table is the Y. inch tile mounting plate 

where the square clay tiles are placed. This plate has two protruding screws used as an anchoring 

system for the clay tiles to ensure that they do not shift during the cutting process. The base plate 

has an arm extending from its rectangular body that is used as the foundation for the tool arm. By 

constructing the base plate from a single piece of metal, we were able to increase the rigidity of 

the machine and limit possible points of failure. The cutting arm itself is made from two 2x3 inch 

rectangular aluminum bars with a Y4 inch wall. This was an ideal piece because it allowed for the 

surface area necessary to securely anchor it to the base as well as house the cutting tool 

apparatus. The arm is mounted to the base plate using Y. inch aluminum plates. The trapezoidal 

shape of the bottom mounting plates was chosen because it best supported the weight of the tool 

arm extending out and over the base. The shape allowed for four bolts to be drilled into the base 

plate, extending further than the vertical arm to support the weight being applied at an angle. 

Similarly, the horizontal arm was mounted to the vertical arm using a 7 inch rectangular plate of 

Yt inch aluminum. The cutting tool itself was mounted into the end of the horizontal arm, and 

will be discussed in detail below. 

Figure 13. Image of z-axis section without cutting tool unit. Shown is a stepper motor mounted 

through horizontal arm with attached pinion gear. At left is the slide which supports the cutting 

tool. 
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Figure 14. Image of z-axis section with cutting tool unit. Unit includes rack, which is shown 

connected to the pinion gear, and the attachment for the slide, which mounts the unit to the 

horizontal support arm. 

The end of the horizontal arm was machined to house the z-axis motor and gear unit. The 

stepper motor is bolted into the arm with the shaft is running through the wall of the arm. The 

pinion gear is attached to the shaft. Figure 13 shows this configuration without the cutting tool 

unit, which includes the second second motor used for rotation of the tool. This image highlights 

the positioning ofthe motor and the pinion gear through the horizontal support arm, as well as 

the slide which allows the rack and pinion gear system to operate by connecting the tool unit to 

the arm. Figure 14 shows this configuration with the cutting tool unit attached. The rack, which 

is attached to the tool unit, connects to the pinion gear which together translate the rotational 

motion of the motor into the vertical movement of the cutting tool. Not pictured in either figure 

13 or 14 is the slide attachment which is mounted to the tool unit and fits over the slide, securing 

the piece to the support arm. This piece can be seen on the left side of the unit in Figure 15. The 

cutting tool unit is discussed below in further detail. 
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Figure 15. Cutting tool unit, removed from the machine. Pictured is the motor, which is bolted 

through an aluminum housing, and the motor shaft attached to the drill chuck which holds the 

cutting tool. The slide attachment and rack can be seen on the left of the metal housing 

Figure 16. Cutting tool unit, attached to machine 
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Figure 15 and 16 show the cutting tool removed from and attached to the machine, respectively. 

The tool unit consists of a stepper motor oriented vertically and bolted to an aluminum housing. 

On the outside ofthe housing, the gear rack and slide attachment are mounted, which can be seen 
in Figure 15. These are the pieces that connect the unit to the support arm and allow for z-axis 

motion. The shaft ofthe motor runs downward through the housing where it connects to a drill 

chuck. A bolt was screwed into the threaded center ofthe drill chuck. This bolt was then 

hollowed and threaded itself, allowing it to fit over the shaft ofthe motor. The bolt was attached 

to the motor shaft using a perpendicular fixation screw. The drill chuck allows for any 

radially-symmetric tool to be inserted, which is ideal for our goal of customizability. Figure 16 

shows the unit housing a triangular loop tool. 

The tool chosen to be attached to the stepper motor is a modeling loop tool, shown in 

Figure l. The metal head ofthe tool is shaped specifically to cut through wet clay. Professor 

Carpenter recommended mid-size, open oval wire end tool. It is designed specifically for fine 

cutting and detail work. We use symmetric-faced loop tools only, to allow for maximum 

consistency in design output. 

Figure 17. Example ofthe head ofthe modeling loop tool' 

The design of the mount for the cutting tool centers around the use of a drill chuck, 

shown in Figure 2. A chuck is a specialized type of clamp that is used to hold an object with 

radial symmetry. Similarly to a drill, the chuck in our design will hold the rotating tool. Using 

either a key or simply the force applied by your hand around the outside ofthe chuck, the mouth 
is open and closed. The drill chuck being used is a self-centering, three-jaw chuck. 

9 Image. Retrieved November 16, 2017, from 
http://shop.sculpt.comisculpture-house-8-wire-end-modeling -tool-217 .html 
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Results/Analysis 

In our final design, we were not able to get the X-Y motors to be read through serial ports 

on the control PC, which disallowed us from controlling the X-Y motors through MATLAB. 

Instead, the X-Y motors were controlled through the Graphical User Interface supplied by the 

manufacturer. Simple standalone programs were created using the manufacturer's standalone 

commands to control the motors over USB connections in order to move each of the X-Y motors 

bidirectionally. We then had to manually synchronize the movement of the X-Y motors with the 

movement of the Z-axis motors that were controlled through MATLAB. This prevented us from 

reaching our original goal of replicating an intricate input image with a corresponding carving of 

the tile, and our final results were limited to a demonstration of our ability to cut the tile in the x 

and y directions, as well as diagonally, as seen in the images below. 

Figure 13. This image demonstrates our system's ability to cut the tile in the x and y 

directions in distinct linear segments 
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Figure 14. This image demonstrates the ability of the machine to cut in the X and Y 

direction simultaneously, and the associated decrease in precision 

Discussion 

The inability of our control PC to recognize the X-Y motors through serial ports hindered 

the robustness of our system. If we were able to read these motors through serial ports, we would 

be able to translate the standalone programs that we created in the manufacturer's GUI into their 

equivalent ASCII commands, which could be sent through MATLAB to the motors. This would 

allow us to automate the control of the X -Y motors, as the commands sent to those motors and 

the timing of those commands would be determined by our MATLAB script, instead of having to 

manually run those programs in the GUI. This automation would allow for the creation of much 

more complex tile designs by giving us the ability to cut curved lines into the tile and more 

accurately trace the edges found in the input image. 

Improvements could also be made to the design in order to more accurately zero the 

motors and to account for any motor slippage. This would be done by using encoders to track the 

position of each axis. Instead of having to zero the X-Y motors by sending them to their edge 

limits, the motors would only have to travel to the encoder in order to set its zero position. 

Additionally, the z-axis motors would no longer have to be zeroed by hand, which inevitably 

introduces some human error. The encoders would also be able to track the number of steps each 

motor has taken, which we would then compare to the number of steps the motor thinks it has 

taken. These may not be the same value, since stepper motors contain the possibility of slipping 
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and missing steps, and so the difference between the encoder value and the motor value would be 

added to the next commanded travel distance for the motor in order to cancel out this error. 

Additionally, the encasement for the motor that controls the orientation of the cutting tool has 

nothing stopping it from falling out from the bottom of the arm, if the pinion gear were to drive 

the rack past its top tooth. We only move the motor up and down a fixed number of steps to 

allow the cutting tool to enter and leave the tile at the beginning and end of each subpath, but 

errors in the motor position could cause this fixed position to be shifted and thus cause the motor 

and its encasement to fall. An encoder would protect against this possibility. 

Another aspect of the design that could be improved is the path-finding algorithm. The 

algorithm is not a standard path finding algorithm, and was created by us for the sake of 

simplicity. There are many more robust algorithms, such as Dijkstra's algorithm, or the A * 
path-finding algorithm which would optimize the path to have the shortest total distance, instead 

of our method of finding the closest subpath, which in no way optimizes for the shortest total 

path distance. This would reduce cutting time and computational power needed to operate our 

system. 

Additionally, the path could possibly be further optimized for speed and computation 

time by creating a sparser path. This would be done by removing some of the pixels in the path, 

so that the path would contain fewer waypoints, which in turn would reduce the number of 

calculations that need to be done in order to drive the motors over the course of the path. It 

would be interesting to investigate how many pixels could be removed from the path without 

sacrificing accuracy in the cut made to the tile. This may be done simply by removing evenly 

spaced chunks of a fixed pixel length from the path, or it may be useful to create a more 

complicated method of dispersing the path. For instance, by removing larger chunks of pixels 

from portions of the path that involve straight lines and smaller chunks from curved portions of 

the path, the path may be able to be minimized even further without losing accuracy in the 

finished product. 
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